
Fuel and Minor Maintenance - $ $225.32
MLA Parking Cap - $ $900.00 $143.57 $143.57
Other Travel - Parking - $
Member Travel (overnight stay in constituency) - $
Taxi, Bus Travel - $ $34.91 $34.91
Vehicle Lease/ Rental (Edmonton or Calgary unlimited) - $
Member Travel (Meal Per Diems) - $ $131.95 $131.95

Edmonton Accommodation Allowance ($23,160.00/yr max)
Travel Accommodations Allowance $1,590.72 $1,590.72

Travel Accommodations Allowance (days; 10 max) - NF 10.0 5.0 5.0

Hosting - $ $5,206.09 $5,244.92
Event Tickets Disclosable - $ $208.50 $208.50

Constituency Travel MLA (KM) - NF 80,000.0
Constituency Travel Staff (KM) - NF 882.0 1,200.7

Total Constituency Travel (KM) - NF 80,000.0 882.0 1,200.7

Special Trips (5 trips per year) - NF 5.0

Travel by Air, Bus or Train (Unlimited Trips) - NF
Use of a Private Automobile (52 trips per year) - NF 52.0

Vehicle Rental (5 Days maximum anywhere in Alberta) - NF 5.0

$ - Reported on CAD dollar amount of actual expense
NF - Reported based on number of trips, number of kilometres, or number of days
Budget reported is the maximum annual amount that may be claimed

GST is not included in the $ amounts as the Legislative Assembly is GST/HST - exempt

Note:
Expenses are reported in the Quarter the expense is reimbursed and not necessarily the Quarter the expense was incurred.
The reader should take this into account when reviewing the disclosure

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ALBERTA
Member EDR 2022-23

075 - Morinville-St. Albert - MLA Dale Nally
For Expenses Processed Jul 1 - Sep 30, 2022







Confirmed by Constituency Office: Parking 
receipt of $5.00 was not printed from machine

MLA Parking Cap - $4.76 + GST



MLA Parking Cap - $23.81 + GST



Legislative Assembly of Alberta
VF12128 - Vendor Payment Submission Form

I certify that the items listed on this invoice were received as ordered, have not been submitted for payment before and are
now approved for payment.

VF12128 Page 3 of 6

Receipt Description

Member Name Dale Nally

Claimant Dale Nally

Expense Category
Other

Taxi, Bus Travel - $9.60 + GST Taxi, Bus Travel - $9.82 + GST

Taxi, Bus Travel - $7.61 + GSTTaxi, Bus Travel - $7.88 + GST









Legislative Assembly of Alberta
VF11997 - Vendor Payment Submission Form

I certify that the items listed on this invoice were received as ordered, have not been submitted for payment before and are
now approved for payment.

VF11997 Page 10 of 13

Receipt Description

Member Name Dale Nally

Claimant Dale Nally

Expense Category

Hosting Purpose - constituency events

Hosting - $119.98 + GST
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Hosting - $8.50 + GST



Hosting - $904.76 + GST



Hosting - $190.40





Missing receipt of Mercato purchase. As 
per constituency office, the Member 
purchased several bottles of water for 
hosting purpose.



Hosting - $99.96 + GST Hosting - $19.96



Hosting - $42.89 + GST



Hosting - $67.07



Hosting - $49.01



Hosting - $47.75 + GST



Hosting - $44.99 + GST



Hosting - $220.35 + GST



Hosting - $19.49 + GST



Hosting - $4.59 + GST



Hosting - $5.75 + GST



Hosting - $36.59 + GST



Hosting - $100.12 + GST



Hosting - $952.38 + GST
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Hosting - $1,042.50 + GST





Hosting - $37.94 + GST



Hosting - $54.93 + GST



Hosting - $904.76 + GST





Event Tickets Disclosable - $208.50
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